Beau and Rise Chambati-Woodhead
“I have thoroughly enjoyed my experience of the All Star Tennis Trust and much
appreciated it. It was a great moment when I got into the program and even greater
when my coaching started. So far I have worked on all aspects of my game and have
improved greatly overall as a player which has therefore improved my rating and
tournament status. The coaches are very friendly and helpful and have also helped me
in many different aspects of my game; I know that if I ever need any help, there are
always coaches willing to help me. Another great aspect of the program that has
recently been introduced is playing at the N.T.C as that has given us great facilities
and motivation for future play. I would like to give a special thank you to Nick, Will,
Matt, Ben White, Ben Jackson and Sean Molony who have all either given me help
personally to my game or to the program. I would also like to add that I am greatly
looking forward to all upcoming lessons and fixtures.”
Beau Chambati-Woodhead
“At the All Star Tennis Trust, I have had absolutely amazing coaching from many
different coaches; I can tell the trustees have worked very hard to get this for me. I
think all the coaches and people connected to the Trust are all really nice and helpful.
With the Trust my game has really improved and I have had a really enjoyable time. I
would love next year to be the same.”
Rise Chambati-Woodhead
“Speaking both for my two boys and also myself I would like to say a few words about
the last year since Beau and Rise have been supported and coached by the All Star
Tennis Scholarship Trust. We are so pleased to be a part of the trust squad and both
boys have benefited hugely from the years work. There has been a lot of work
undertaken by trustees, coaches and administrators and we would like to thank them
all. The coaching with Nick Jones has examined the boys technical strengths and
weaknesses and has changed the fundamentals of their game from the basis of his
knowledge and experience at the top levels of the game and his patience and
commitment has really paid off in the step up that is apparent in both Beau, Rise and
the rest of the regular squad members game. The generosity of everyone involved
including the administrators and the trustees is really appreciated and the squad has
both grown and continues to expand and develop with clay court sessions at the
National Tennis Centre and the fitness programme in the Nature Centre. We would
like to also thank specifically the two Ben's (Jackson and White) for their initiative
and commitment; Sean Molony for heading up the Trustees and putting in so much
time, and everyone involved for generating such a great spirit at both the Trust
squads and at the All Star Wandsworth Common centre throughout the year. We are
looking forward to the next year with all the challenges and successes that it may
bring to the whole squad as it moves forward.”
Michael ,Chambati-Woodhead,
Father of Beau & Rise father of Beau and Rise

